Given the first 20-100 coefficients of a typical generating function of the type that arises in many problems of statistical mechanics or enumerative combinatorics, we show that the method of differential approximants performs surprisingly well in predicting (approximately) subsequent coefficients. These can then be used by the ratio method to obtain improved estimates of critical parameters. In favourable cases, given only the first 20 coefficients, the next 100 coefficients are predicted with useful accuracy. More surprisingly, this is also the case when the method of differential approximants does not do a useful job in estimating the critical parameters, such as those cases in which one has stretched exponential asymptotic behaviour. Nevertheless, the coefficients are predicted with surprising accuracy. As one consequence, significant computer time can be saved in enumeration problems where several runs would normally be made, modulo different primes, and the coefficients constructed from their values modulo different primes. Another is in the checking of newly calculated coefficients. We believe that this concept of approximate series extension opens up a whole new chapter in the method of series analysis.
Introduction
Series analysis has, for many years, been a powerful tool in the study of many problems in statistical mechanics, combinatorics, fluid mechanics and computer science. The name series analysis subsumes a range of numerical techniques designed to answer the following question: Given the first N coefficients of the series expansion of some function, (where N is typically as low as 5 or 6, or as high as 100,000 or more), determine the asymptotic form of the coefficients, subject to some underlying assumption about the asymptotic form, or, equivalently, the nature of the singularity of the function.
Typical examples include the susceptibility of the Ising model, and the generating function of self-avoiding walks (SAWs). These are believed to behave as
Here z c is the radius of convergence of the series expansion, and its reciprocal µ = 1/z c is known as the growth constant, as the dominant term in the asymptotics of the coefficient 1 c n is µ n . In the Ising case, for regular two-dimensional lattices, the values of both z c and γ = 7/4 are exactly known, and the amplitude C is known to more than 100 decimal places. The value of z c depends on the choice of underlying lattice. In the SAW case, z c is only known for the hexagonal lattice [10] , and the value γ = 43/32 is universally believed, but not proved.
The method of series analysis is typically used when one or more of the critical parameters is not known. For example, for the three-dimensional versions of the above problems, none of the quantities C, z c or γ is exactly known. From the binomial theorem it follows from (1) that
Here C, µ = 1/z c , and γ are referred to as the critical amplitude, the growth constant (z c is the critical point) and the critical exponent respectively 1 .
The aim of series analysis is to obtain, as accurately as possible, estimates of the critical parameters from the first N coefficients. Since calculating these coefficients is typically a problem of exponential complexity, the usual consequence is that fewer than 100 terms are known (and in some cases far fewer) 2 .
There are literally thousands of situations in statistical mechanics, combinatorics, computer science and fluid mechanics (and other areas) where such problems arise.
The methods used to extract estimates of the critical parameters from the known expansion coefficients largely fall into two classes. One class is based on the ratio method, initially developed by Domb and Sykes [9] , and subsequently refined and extended by many authors. A related, but not fully equivalent idea is that of direct fitting to coefficients or ratios. This requires rather precise knowledge of the underlying asymptotics, as it involves fitting to several sub-dominant terms. A typical example of this approach can be found in [4] .
The second is based on analysing a linear ordinary differential equation (ODE), the solution of which has an algebraic singularity (1) . The ODE (in fact there are usually many ODEs using a given number of series coefficients) is constructed so that the first N terms of the power series expansion of its solution precisely agrees with the known series expansion coefficients. The first development of this nature was due to Baker [1] , based on taking Padé approximants of the logarithmic derivative of known series, and is described in section 3 below. The point is that if one constructs an [L/M ] Padé approximant to the logarithmic derivative of a function f (z), this corresponds to fitting the first L + M + 1 coefficients of the series expansion of f (z) to the linear ODE P L (z)f (z) − Q M (z)f (z) = 0, with P L (z) and Q M (z) being polynomials of degree L and M respectively, (for uniqueness, one usually chooses Q M (0) = 1). This idea was then substantially extended by Guttmann and Joyce [16] who developed the method of differential approximants, which is still the most successful method in use today for is referred to as the critical amplitude 2 In the case of the susceptibility of the two dimensional Ising model, polynomial time algorithms for enumerating the coefficients have been developed [23, 5] , and in that case we have hundreds, in some cases thousands, of terms. Unfortunately, this is a rare situation.
analysing series with algebraic singularities, typified by (1) .
Though many problems have such an algebraic singularity structure, an increasing number of situations have been encountered [17, 2] in which a more complex structure prevails. Those cases are characterised by the presence of an additional stretched exponential term in the asymptotic form of the coefficients, which then behave as
That is to say, there is a sub-dominant stretched exponential term µ n σ 1 , giving rise to two additional parameters, µ 1 and σ. If µ 1 > 1, this term dominates the term n g carrying the critical exponent, and one can write down a generic generating function whose coefficients have this asymptotic behaviour [12] . But if, as is usually the case, µ 1 < 1, then the stretched exponential term is eventually dominated by the term n g , and furthermore a generic generating function does not appear to be known in this case.
It was shown in [17] that both the ratio method and the method of differential approximants need to be modified if reliable estimates of even some of the critical parameters are to be obtained in this more complex case.
In the next sections we give a brief review of the two methods, and then go on to discuss the major point of this paper, which is that the two methods work surprisingly well together in (approximately) extending the number of known series coefficients. More precisely, the differential approximants (DAs) predict, in principle, all coefficients beyond those used to construct the approximant. The accuracy of the predicted coefficients decreases with increasing order of the coefficients, but in many, indeed most cases, a substantial number of approximate coefficients can be obtained with sufficient accuracy as to be useful in applying the ratio method.
For an isolated algebraic singularity (1), with no nearby competing singularities, the method of DAs is so effective that the ratio method cannot compete in terms of precision of estimates of the critical point or exponent. However in more difficult situations, such as in the presence of competing singularities, or more particularly, stretched exponential behaviour, the insight given by the ratio method with the (approximate) predicted terms is extremely valuable.
As a separate advantage, recall that the exact series coefficients are frequently hard won, as the underlying counting problem is usually of exponential complexity, sometimes requiring hundreds of hours of computer time for the last coefficient. The fact that one can often predict these coefficients to 15-20 digit precision in less than a second is remarkable. It is also useful in saving computer time, as we explain in section 6. A second advantage is in checking newly computed coefficients. It occasionally happens that the last predicted coefficient of a series is slightly wrong. By predicting the last coefficients from all previous coefficients, such errors can sometimes be detected.
Ratio Method
The ratio method was perhaps the earliest systematic method of series analysis employed, and is still a useful starting point, prior to the application of more sophisticated methods. (2), it follows that the ratio of successive terms is
From this equation, it is natural to plot the successive ratios r n against 1/n. If the correction terms o 1 n can be ignored 3 , such a plot will be linear, with gradient γ−1 zc , and intercept 1/z c at 1/n = 0.
As an example, we apply the ratio method to the generating function of self-avoiding polygons (SAPs) on the triangular lattice. The first few terms in the generating function, from p 3 to p 26 are: 2, 3, 6, 15, 42, 123, 380, 1212, 3966, 13265, 45144, 155955, 545690, 1930635, 6897210, 24852576, 90237582, 329896569, 1213528736, 4489041219, 16690581534, 62346895571, 233893503330, 880918093866 . Plotting successive ratios against 1/n results in the plot shown in Figure 1 . The critical point is estimated [20] to be at z c ≈ 0.240917574 . . . = 1/4.15079722 . . . .
From the figure one sees that the locus of points, after some initial (low n) curvature, becomes linear to the naked eye for n > 15 or so, (corresponding to 1/n < 0.067). Visual extrapolation to 1/z c is quite obvious. A straight line drawn through the last 4 − 6 data points intercepts the horizontal axis around 1/n ≈ 0.13. Thus the gradient is approximately 4.1508−2.8 −0.13 ≈ −10.39, from which we conclude that the exponent γ − 1 ≈ −10.39 · z c ≈ −2.50. It is believed [22] that the exact value is γ = −3/2, which is in complete agreement with this simple graphical analysis.
3 For a purely algebraic singularity (1), with no confluent terms, the correction term will be O Various refinements of the method can be readily derived. From (4) it follows that estimators of the growth constant µ = 1/z c are given by
If the critical point is known exactly, it follows from equation (4) that estimators of the exponent γ are given by
If z c is unknown, estimates of the exponent γ can be obtained by defining estimators γ n of γ and extrapolating these against 1/n. Here
Similarly, if only the exponent γ is known, estimators of the critical point z c are given by
In all the above cases, if the singularity is a simple algebraic singularity, with no confluent terms, the correction term o (1) can be replaced by O (2) to be estimated by extrapolating the sequence
against 1/n. One problem with the ratio method is that if the singularity closest to the origin is not the singularity of interest (the so-called physical singularity), then the ratio method will not give information about the physical singularity. Worse still, if the closest singularity to the origin is a conjugate pair, the ratios will vary dramatically in both sign and magnitude. To overcome this difficulty G A Baker Jr [1] proposed the use of Padé approximants applied to the logarithmic derivative of the series expansion, as mentioned above and discussed in section 3 below.
We should also mention that there exists a vast literature of extrapolation techniques in numerical analysis, and many such methods can be advantageously applied to extrapolate the sequence of ratios in order to estimate the radius of convergence, which is the critical point. Some of these methods, applied to series analysis problems, are discussed in the review [14] .
Padé approximants
The basic idea of using Padé approximants in series analysis is very simple. For a meromorphic function F (z) we use its series expansion to form a rational approximation to F (z),
where P i (z) and Q j (z) are polynomials of degree i and j respectively, whose coefficients are chosen such that the first i + j + 1 terms in the series expansion of F (z) are identical to those of the expansion of P i (z)/Q j (z), with Q j (0) = 1 for uniqueness. Constructing the polynomials only involves solving a system of linear equations. In order to use Padé approximants to reliably approximate an algebraic singularity rather than just poles, we must first transform the series into a suitable form. If we have a function with expected behaviour typical of algebraic singular points, as given by (1), then taking the derivative of the logarithm of F (z) gives
This form is perfectly suited to Padé analysis, as taking the logarithmic derivative has turned the function into a meromorphic function (at least to leading order). Estimates of the critical point z c can be obtained from the roots of the denominator polynomial Q j (z), while estimates of the critical exponent γ are obtainable from the residue of the Padé approximant to
As is the case for the ratio method, refinements exist for those situations when the critical point or critical exponent is exactly known [14] . Since F (z) = F (z)/F (z), we see that forming a Dlog-Padé approximant is simply equivalent to seeking an approximation to F (z) by solving the first order homogeneous differential equation
This observation leads us directly to the more powerful and more general method of differential approximants by noting that one can approximate F (z) by a solution to a higher order ODE (possibly inhomogeneous). This method was first proposed and developed by Guttmann and Joyce [16] in 1972, and was subsequently extended to the inhomogeneous case by Au-Yang and Fisher [11] and Hunter and Baker [18] in 1979. It is not uncommon for the problems under consideration to have a more complex singularity structure, wherein there is more than one singularity at the radius of convergence. Typically one then has behaviour of the form
where the confluent exponent ∆ is not a positive integer. We refer to such a singularity as confluent. The advantage of a higher order ODE is that confluent singularities can be accommodated [24] , as well as a more complicated singularity structure in general.
Functions that satisfy such an ODE are called D-finite or holonomic.
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Differential approximants
The generating functions of lattice models in statistical mechanics and enumerative combinatorics are sometimes algebraic, such as that for Dyck paths, or the magnetisation of the two-dimensional Ising model, or sometimes D-finite such as the internal energy of the two-dimensional Ising model. This latter observation is the origin of the method of differential approximants. The basic idea is to approximate a generating function F (z) by solutions of differential equations with polynomial coefficients. The singular behaviour of such ODEs is well documented (see e.g. [13, 19] ), and the singular points and exponents are readily calculated from the ODE. The key point for series analysis is that even if globally the function is not describable by a solution of such a linear ODE (as is frequently the case) one expects that locally, in the vicinity of the (physical) critical points, the generating function is still well-approximated by a solution of a linear ODE, when the singularity is of generic algebraic type (1). An M th -order differential approximant (DA) to a function F (z) is formed by matching the coefficients in the polynomials Q k (z) and P (z) of degree N k and L, respectively, so that the formal solution of the M th -order inhomogeneous ordinary differential equation
agrees with the first N = L + k (N k + 1) series coefficients of F (z). Constructing such ODEs only involves solving systems of linear equations. The functionF (z) thus agrees with the power series expansion of the (generally unknown) function F (z) up to the first N series expansion coefficients. We normalise the DA by setting Q M (0) = 1, thus leaving us with N rather than N + 1 unknown coefficients to find. The choice of the differential operator z d dz in (13) forces the origin to be a regular singular point. The reason for this choice is that most lattice models with holonomic solutions, for example, the free-energy of the two-dimensional Ising model, possess this property. However this is not an essential choice.
Our notation for a differential approximant is
where deg(Q T ) denotes the degree of polynomial Q T (z) in equation (13) . From the theory of ODEs, the singularities ofF (z) are approximated by zeros z i , i = 1, . . . , N M of Q M (z), and the associated critical exponents γ i are estimated from the indicial equation. If there is only a single root at z i this is just
Estimates of the critical amplitude C are rather more difficult to make, involving the integration of the differential approximant. For that reason the simple ratio method approach to estimating critical amplitudes is often used, whenever possible taking into account higher-order asymptotic terms [15] .
Details as to which approximants should be used and how the estimates from many approximants are averaged to give a single estimate are given in [15] . Examples of the application of the method can be found in [17] . In that work, and in this, we reject socalled defective approximants, typically those that have a spurious singularity closer to the origin than the radius of convergence as estimated from the bulk of the approximants. Another method sometimes used is to reject outlying approximants, as judged from a histogram of the location of the critical point (i.e. the radius of convergence) given by the DAs. It is usually the case that such distributions are bell-shaped and rather symmetrical, so rejecting approximants beyond two or three standard deviations is a fairly natural thing to do.
Coefficient prediction
In this paper we show that the ratio method and the method of differential approximants work serendipitously together in many cases, even in the situation where one has stretched exponential behaviour, in which case neither method works particularly well in unmodified form. To be more precise, the method of differential approximants (DAs) produces ODEs which, by construction, have solutions whose series expansions agree term by term with the known coefficients used in their construction. Clearly, such ODEs implicitly define all coefficients in the generating function, but if N terms are used in the construction of the ODE, all terms of order z N +1 and beyond will be approximate, unless the exact ODE is discovered, in which case the problem is solved, and we have no need to recourse to approximate methods.
What we have found is that it is useful is to construct a number of DAs that use all available coefficients, and then use these to predict subsequent coefficients. Not surprisingly, if this is done for a large number of approximants, it is found that the predicted coefficients of the term z n , where n > N, agree for the first k(n) digits, where k is a decreasing function of n. We take as the predicted coefficients the mean of those produced by the various DAs, with outliers excluded, and as a measure of accuracy we take the number of digits for which the predicted coefficients agree, or the standard deviation. These two measures of uncertainty are usually in good agreement. Now it makes no logical sense to use the approximate coefficients as input to the method of differential approximants, as we have used the DAs to obtain these coefficients. However there is no logical objection to using the (approximate) predicted coefficients as input to the ratio method. Indeed, as the ratio method, in its most primitive form, looks at a graphical plot of the ratios, an accuracy of 1 part in 10 3 or 10 4 is sufficient, as errors of this magnitude are graphically unobservable.
Recall that, in the ratio method one looks at ratios of successive coefficients. We find that the ratios of the approximate coefficients are predicted with even greater precision than the coefficients themselves by the method of DAs. That is to say, while a particular coefficient and its successor might be predicted with an accuracy of 1 part in 10 p for some value of p, the ratio of these successive coefficients is frequently predicted with significantly greater accuracy (the precision being typically improved by a factor varying between 2 and 20). In favourable cases, this idea is surprisingly effective.
This technique was recently used moderately effectively for the study of bridges and terminally attached SAWs on the simple-cubic lattice in [6] . To be precise, the next 7 coefficients were predicted from a number of DAs, and then used in a ratio analysis, which revealed behaviour not obvious from the ratios of the (exact) available series. As we show below, the authors were probably too tentative predicting only the next seven coefficients.
We only have a qualitative understanding of why this idea of series extension, as described, is so effective. The DAs use all the information in the coefficients, and are sensitive to even quite small errors in the coefficients. As an example, in a recent study of some self-avoiding walk series, an error was detected in the twentieth significant digit in a new coefficient, as the DAs were much better converged without the last, new, coefficient. They also require high numerical precision in their calculation. In favourable circumstances, they can give remarkably precise estimates of critical points and critical exponents, by which we mean up to or even beyond 20 significant digits in some cases. Remarkably, this can be the case even when the underlying ODE is not D-finite. Of course, the singularity must be of the assumed algebraic form.
Ratio methods, and direct fitting methods, by contrast are much more robust. The sort of small error that affects the convergence of DAs would not affect the behaviour of the ratios, or their extrapolants, and would thus be invisible to them. As a consequence, approximate coefficients are just as good as the correct coefficients in such applications, provided they are accurate enough. We re-emphasise that, in the generic situation (1), ratio type methods will never give the level of precision in estimating critical parameters that DAs can give. By contrast, the behaviour of ratios can more clearly reveal features of the asymptotics, such as the fact that a singularity is not algebraic. This is revealed, for example, by curvature of the ratio plots [17] .
A related observation 4 is that the ordinary Padé approximants, which of course can only accurately represent meromorphic functions, can also be used to predict coefficients of any given generating function. When applied to OGFs with known algebraic singularities, while they give very poorly converged estimates of the location of the radius of convergence, and even worse estimates of the value of the critical exponent, they can predict subsequent coefficients with some accuracy.
Two-dimensional Ising susceptibility series
As our first example, in which admittedly the method is seen to its best advantage, we consider the high-temperature susceptibility series of the Ising model on the triangular lattice. Several hundred series coefficients are known [5] , but let us assume we only know the first twenty coefficients, which is often the case with more difficult problems. We have used these twenty coefficients to predict the subsequent 100 coefficients! In table 1 we show the predicted value of the 120th and 121st coefficient, c 120 and c 121 respectively, as predicted by second-order differential approximants, and in subsequent columns we show the error in these predicted coefficients. In further columns we show the predicted ratio c 121 /c 120 and the associated error. Note that the coefficients are predicted with an error typically of a few parts in 10 5 , while the ratios are predicted with an accuracy some 50 times greater. So the error in the ratios is a few parts in 10 7 in most cases, or a few parts in 10 6 in the worst cases. This is more than enough precision for the ratio method to be very effectively used.
In table 2 we show corresponding results obtained from 3rd order DAs, and it can be seen that the results are comparable. In the next two tables we give the results when we use forty terms of the susceptibility series instead of 20, and use these to predict the next two hundred coefficients. In tables 3 and 4 we give the predicted value of the 240th and 241st coefficient, c 240 and c 241 respectively, as predicted by third-order differential approximants and fourth-order approximants respectively. Note that the coefficients are predicted with an error typically of a few parts in 10 9 , while the ratios are predicted with an accuracy some 50 times greater. So the error in the ratios is a few parts in 10 11 in most cases, or a few parts in 10 12 in the best cases. This is astonishing precision. It is remarkable that with 40 coefficients one can predict the first 9 or more digits of the next 200 coefficients. The fourth-order approximants do not do as well, predicting about 1 fewer digit in the coefficients, and with the ratios only being about twice as precise as the coefficients.
Next we turn to the high-temperature susceptibility series of the square lattice Ising model. This series has two singularities on the circle of convergence, one at z = z c corresponding to the ferromagnetic critical point, the other at z = −z c , corresponding to the anti-ferromagnetic critical point. This makes the asymptotics a bit more complicated, being the sum of two terms, one of which is of constant sign, the other is of alternating sign. One would expect the DAs to struggle a bit more to successfully simulate this function, and we see this in the (comparatively) reduced precision of predicted coefficients.
Once again we have used just twenty coefficients to predict the subsequent 100 coefficients. In table 5 we show the predicted value of the 120th and 121st coefficient, c 120 and c 121 respectively, as given by both second-order and third-order differential approximants, taking as input only the coefficients up to c 20 . Note that the coefficients and ratios are predicted with an error typically of a few parts in 10 2 , or 10 3 . Clearly seeking 100 further terms from just 20 terms is over-ambitious. In the next table, table 6 . we show the corresponding results, this time using the first 40 terms in the series to predict the next 100 terms. This is rather more successful, with both the coefficients and the ratios being predicted with an accuracy of a few parts in 10 6 or 10 7 . This is more than adequate to be useful in a ratio analysis. We now consider the extent to which this series extension improves the quality of the ratio analysis. From the above data we show in figure 2 the estimators µ n of the growth constant µ, as defined by (5), obtained from the given 20 coefficients of the triangular Ising susceptibility series. The exact growth constant is 2 + √ 3 = 3.73205 · · · . Some curvature is evident, and linearly extrapolating the last points of the plot, one might estimate µ ≈ 3.732. In figure 3 the corresponding estimators of µ n obtained from the next 100 approximate coefficients of the series are shown. Note the scale of the ordinate is now reduced by an order of magnitude. Linearly extrapolating the last points of the plot, one might estimate µ ≈ 3.73205, an improvement in both accuracy and precision by two orders-of-magnitude.
In figure 4 the estimators γ n of the exponent γ, as defined by (6), (recall the exact value of z c is assumed in this case), obtained from the given 20 coefficients of the triangular Ising susceptibility series are shown. The exact exponent is 7/4. Again some curvature is evident, and linearly extrapolating the last points of the plot, one might estimate γ ≈ 1.750. In figure 5 the corresponding estimators of the exponent obtained from the next 100 approximate coefficients of the series are shown. Note the scale of the ordinate is now reduced threefold, and the plot is much more linear. Linearly extrapolating the last points of the plot, one might estimate γ ≈ 1.7500, an order-of-magnitude improvement in both accuracy and precision.
This series however is a canonical example of the sort of series that is ideally suited to analysis by differential approximants. Using the same 20 terms, 2nd order DAs allow one to estimate the radius of convergence as z c = 0.267951 ± 0.000005, and the exponent as γ = 1.7502 ± 0.0006. With 40 terms the DAs allow one to estimate the radius of convergence and exponent with errors confined to the 11th and 8th significant digits respectively. Our point in this example is not to argue that the ratio method is, or can be made, superior to the DA method for the estimate of the critical point and critical exponent, but rather to show that it can significantly improve the performance of the ratio method, and also predict a surprising number of coefficients.
Furthermore, it does provide a substantial improvement in the estimate of the critical amplitude. The amplitude is C/Γ(7/4) = 0.9216808677 · · · , [5] . Using the 40 term susceptibility series, and extrapolating the last two estimators C n as given by (8) against 1/n, one obtains the estimate C/Γ(7/4) = 0.921728 · · · , which is in error by 0.000043. Now, using th DAs to extend the series by 200 terms as discussed, the extrapolated amplitude from the last few (extrapolated) coefficients is C/Γ(7/4) = 0.9216822 · · · , so the error is reduced to 0.0000013, giving an improvement in accuracy by a factor of more than 30. 
Three-dimensional convex polygon series
In the above examples, the underlying susceptibility function is widely believed to be non-D-finite, as evidenced by a natural boundary in the complex plane. While there is overwhelming numerical evidence for this [5] , it has not been proved. Another example which is provably non-D-finite is the generating function for three-dimensional convex polygons, obtained by Bousquet-Mélou and Guttmann [3] , who gave the closed form expression for the generating function. We have expanded this, and used the first 38 terms in the expansion to predict the next 100 terms from DAs. In table 7 we give the predicted coefficients c 136 and c 137 which are seen to be predicted to an accuracy of a few parts in 10 8 or 10 9 , while the ratios are typically predicted with a precision at least 10 times better than that of the coefficients themselves. 1.32618086853e134 5.0e-6 1.21108430134e135 6.2e-6 9.13212013594 1.2e-6 [7, 8, 8, 7, 4] 1.32618819358e134 5.1e-7 1.21109251442e135 6.1e-7 9.13213162567 1.1e-7 [7, 7, 8, 7, 5] 1.32618752590e134 5.6e-9 1.21109177783e135 6.0e-9 9.13213066913 4.2e-10 [7, 8, 7, 7, 5] 1.32618752596e134 5.7e-9 1.21109177789e135 6.1e-9 9.13213066916 4.2e-10 [7, 6, 8, 7, 6] 1.32618752289e134 3.4e-9 1.21109177489e135 3.6e-9 9.13213066772 2.7e-10 [7, 7, 7, 7, 6] 1.32618752234e134 2.9e-9 1.21109177436e135 3.2e-9 9.13213066745 2.4e-10 [7, 8, 6, 7, 6] 1.32618752276e134 3.3e-9 1.21109177477e135 3.5e-9 9.13213066766 2.6e-10 [7, 6, 7, 7, 7] 1.32618752259e134 3.1e-9 1.21109177460e135 3.4e-9 9.13213066757 2.5e-10 [7, 7, 6, 7, 7] 1.32618752281e134 3.3e-9 1.21109177481e135 3.5e-9 9.13213066767 2.6e-10 [6, 7, 7, 6, 8] 1.32618752235e134 2.9e-9 1.21109177436e135 3.2e-9 9.13213066744 2.3e-10 [7, 6, 6, 7, 8] 1.32618752259e134 3.1e-9 1.21109177460e135 3.4e-9 9.13213066758 2.5e-10
As with the triangular susceptibility data, we investigated the improvement that this series extension affords for a ratio analysis of this series. We show in figure 6 the estimators µ n of the growth constant µ, as defined by (5), obtained from the first 38 exact coefficients of the series. The exact growth constant is exactly 9.0. A lot of curvature is evident, primarily because the asymptotic form of the coefficients is const. 9 n n 2 1 + c 1 n + c 2 n log n + c 2 n log 2 n + . . . . Linearly extrapolating the last points of the plot, one might estimate µ = 9.00 ± 0.02. In figure 7 the corresponding estimators µ n of the growth constant µ obtained from the next 100 approximate coefficients of the series are shown. Note the scale of the ordinate is now reduced by more than an order of magnitude. Linearly extrapolating the last points of the plot, one might estimate µ = 9.000 ± 0.002, an improvement of an order-of-magnitude in precision.
In figure 8 the estimators γ n of the exponent γ, as defined by (6), obtained from the first 38 exact coefficients of the series are shown. The exact exponent is 3.0. Again considerable curvature is evident, and linearly extrapolating the last points of the plot, one might estimate γ = 3.0 ± 0.1. In figure 9 the corresponding estimators γ n obtained from the next 100 approximate coefficients of the series are shown. Note the scale of the ordinate is now reduced by nearly an order of magnitude, and the plot is much more linear. Linearly extrapolating the last points of the plot, one might estimate γ = 3.00 ± 0.01, an order-of-magnitude improvement in precision.
Again, a higher level of precision is afforded by a DA analysis, though the results need rather more careful analysis than in the previos example. The estimates of the critical point, using 2nd order DAs, suggest z c = 0.11111101 ± 0.00000001, while the exponent estimate is γ = −2.9992 ± 0.0001. The error bars are seen to be an order of magnitude too small to include the exact results. This is due to the presence of subdominant logarithmic terms in the asymptotics (see above), and these are hinted at in the DAs by the presence of nearby singularities at z ≈ 0.112 · · · , and z ≈ 0.117 · · · . As in the previous example, the extrapolated series coefficients substantially reduce the error in the estimate of the dominant amplitude compared to that obtained from the known series coefficients. 
Functions with non-algebraic singularities
For all the above problems, the asymptotic form of the coefficients is believed to be that of an algebraic singularity. That is to say, the OGF is believed to behave as
Consequently, the n th coefficient in the OGF has asymptotic behaviour const · µ n · n γ−1 .
Note that this form is ideally suited to analysis by the DA method, which, in such cases, usually gives excellent estimates of µ, and good estimates of γ, as we have seen.
There is quite a large class of problems for which the asymptotic form of the coefficients includes a stretched exponential term, so that the coefficients behave as
and µ 1 < 1. For such functions the method of differential approximates does a very poor job of estimating the critical point and critical exponent. The estimate of µ is typically only accurate to 2, 3 or 4 digits, rather than 10-20 digits in the case of an algebraic singularity. Moreover, the exponent estimate is completely unreliable, varying in both sign and magnitude between DAs. Examples of such behaviour are given in [17] . This is hardly surprising, as functions satisfying the assumed linear, inhomogeneous ODE cannot have asymptotics with this stretched exponential behaviour. Given how badly DAs approximate the singular behaviour, the idea of using the DAs to extend the known series in this case may, at first sight, seem like a complete waste of time. To check this, we took the series for pushed Dyck paths. These are Dyck paths 20 with an additional variable y associated with the height of the highest vertex. One then has a two-variable generating function, with one variable z conjugate to the length of the path and the other variable y conjugate to the maximum height. If y < 1, Dyck paths with small maximal height are favoured, and if y > 1 tall Dyck paths are favoured. We refer to these situations as pushed and pulled respectively.
We took for our example Dyck paths with pushing fugacity y = 0.5, for which we have 2000 coefficients [17] . The series coefficients have the asymptotic form const · µ n · µ n 1/3 1 · n γ−1 , with µ = 4, γ = 1/6 and µ 1 < 1. We took the first 40 terms and predicted the next 50 terms. These agreed to 24 significant digits (machine precision) for the first predicted term i.e. c 41 , down to 8 significant digits for the 50th predicted term, c 90 . More significantly, the predictions are correct, with errors in every case being confined to a few parts in the last quoted digit. The predicted and actual coefficients are shown in table 8 below. More precisely, the left hand column gives the predicted coefficients of z 41 to z 90 for pushed Dyck paths with y = 0.5, while the right hand column gives the exact (up to rounding) values of the coefficients.
Finally, having shown we can predict 50 further terms from a 40 term series, we try and push this a little further. We take a very slightly shorter series of 38 terms for the same problem, and predict 100 further terms. The results are shown in table 9, where it can be seen that the predicted coefficients are obtained with a precision of a few parts in 10 4 and the ratios are predicted with a precision of a few parts in 10 5 . This is accurate enough for a ratio analysis.
So it appears that, while the DA method definitely does a poor job in predicting the critical point and exponent, it does a surprisingly good job of approximating the coefficients. This is a very significant observation, as many problems with coefficients displaying this stretched exponential behaviour present considerable challenges in computing the coefficients (for example, 1324 pattern-avoiding permutations [7] ), and furthermore the ratio method is very useful in studying the asymptotics of such problems. 6 Saving CPU time and detecting errors.
In many enumeration problems where the coefficients are large integers, it is customary to perform the calculations modulo a large prime, repeat the calculation with different primes, and then reconstruct the coefficients using the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Using the idea of series extension that we have discussed, the initial digits of each coefficient can be predicted, and so fewer primes need to be used.
As an example, in recent unpublished work [8] Conway and Guttmann extended their earlier work [7] on the enumeration of 1324-avoiding permutations. The calculations were carried out modulo primes just smaller than 2 62 ≈ 4.6 × 10 18 . The series is known up to the coefficient of z 36 . We predicted from differential approximants the value of c 37 ≈ 7.39 × 10 29 to 20 significant digits. That left only the last 9 or 10 digits uncertain. With one computer run, modulo a prime of the afore-mentioned size, we were able to establish the last 18 digits, and so could find the new coefficient exactly. Without this method, we would have needed to run the program again with a different prime. In this way we have halved the computer time required.
There are other situations in which even greater savings can be achieved.
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Another useful application of the method is in detecting errors. It is sometimes the case that the last known coefficient in a series is in error, as the algorithm and computing resources are being pushed to their available limits. As we can often predict the first 15-20 digits of the first unknown coefficient of a series, using the available series without the last term has been, on occasion, sufficiently precise to suggest that the last known coefficient is incorrect. The value of such a check is self-evident.
Conclusion
Given the first few coefficients of typical generating functions that arise in many problems of statistical mechanics or enumerative combinatorics, we have shown that the method of differential approximants performs surprisingly well in predicting subsequent coefficients. Perhaps even more surprisingly, this is also the case when the method of differential approximants does a poor job job in estimating the critical parameters, such as those cases in which one has stretched exponential behaviour.
We have given examples that show how these extended series can be used as input to the ratio method to obtain significantly more precise estimates of the critical parameters. By predicting the most significant digits of unknown coefficients, this idea dovetails well with algorithms that predict the least significant digits of new coefficients by working modulo a prime. In this way, significant computer time can be saved. The predicted coefficients also provide a useful check on algorithms producing exact coefficients.
We believe that this method may open up a new chapter in the method of series analysis.
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